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Research Leading To The Final Concept Can Be Found On My Wordpress:
http://louisedorothyfuller.wordpress.com/category/design-practice-year-3/

• I wanted a logo that had more of a concept than just using
my initials.
• It is a light bulb and a pencil combined, that represents
ideas,creativeness, bright and turning them ideas into a design.
• Black /white/blue is the colour scheme used.
• It is unisex – my designs aim at all audiences
• It is Bold so it stands out
• Being bold, reflects that I like to make a clear statement.
• It is a stamp within photoshop so it is easy to apply to designs.

Behind The Self Identity Logo

Cv & Cover Letter

Business Cards & Promotional Material

www.louisedorothydesign.co.uk

Online Portfolio /Website

Physical/Pdf Portfolio

Social Media Presence

Design Proposal

Design Proposal Continued & Invoice

SWOT Anaylsis
Strengths

What advantages do you have that others don’t have?
I am a soon to be graduate and have had design lessons for the past 7 years.
What do you do better than anyone else?
I think conceptively, I think that there should be a reason behind every design
and this reason should be thoroughly researched before hand.
What personal resources can you access?
I have access to Apple computers and the full Adobe Suite
What do other people see as your strengths?
I put a lot of thought into everything I do
Which of your achievements are you most proud of?
Being able to get a degree in something that I am passionate about.
What values do you believe in that others fail to exhibit?
Passion and drive

Opportunities

What new technology can help you? Or can you get help from others?
Faster operating systems which allows work to get done faster and can gain guidance from peers and lecturers.
Is your industry growing? If so, how can you take advantage of the current market?
The design industry is continuely growing and can take advantage of this by coming
up with new creative ideas.
Do you have a network of strategic contacts to help you, or offer good advice?
My lecturers at University
Are any of your competitors failing to do something important?
Observing and targeting their chosen audience incorrectly.
Is there a need in your company or industry that no one is filling?
New fresh ideas

Threats

What obstacles do you currently face?
Balancing my University work with my retail job.
Does changing technology threaten your position?
Weaknesses
What tasks do you usually avoid because you don’t feel confident doing them? It could do in years to come, I would definately say when it comes to Web design,
Taking pride in my work and ‘showingit off’ to the world.
that sites like wix.com pose a massive threat.
What will the people around you see as your weaknesses?
Could any of your weaknesses lead to threats?
My confidence.
Yes, if I don’t build up my confidence this may come accross that I have no passion
Are you completely confident in your education and skills training? If not,
within my work and look unprofessional
where are you weakest?
I am confident with my knowledge of design but I am at my weakest when it What I aim to do after University to get into work:
• Build up my portfolio more in my spare time
comes to coding PHP.
• Apply for internships to gain experience with the working design world
What are your negative work habits?
• Gain knowledge for what I require to know to work within the advertising industry
I can’t handle stress, so I get my work done early to avoid it.
• Build up my social media presence.
Do you have personality traits that hold you back in your field?
A fear of public speaking which can hold me back when it comes to introducing • Enter D+AD competitions to create work for my portfolio more of a design presence
my ideas.

Personal Opportunities

